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§1 Introduction
We consider a many Fermion system, in dimension d > 2 formally characterized by the
(renormalized) generating functional

S(<M) log \ f e^+^ e**'* Ud^k,rrd^k<<7 (1.1)
J k,rj

for the connected Euchdean Green's functions, where the action

A(1>,$) -V(tI>,-$) - Sp(X,fi) j dkj)kil>k - f dk (ik0-e(k))îiki)k (1.2)

and

V(V>,V0 I / n dki (21r)*fl<5(*1+fc2-*3-fc4) î>klif>k3 (ki,k2\V\k3,kt)ii>k:,ipki (1.3)

f £ / Il dki {2K)^S(k1+k^-k3-ki)(ki,k2\V\k3,h)'Ìpk1,aÌ'k2,TÌ>k4,,r^k3,C7

In these expressions, the internal and external electron fields

where if>(£,cr), <j>((,a), V>(£,<r) and <£(£,<x), £ (<,x) € IR x IRd, <r G {î,|} are generators

of an infinite dimensional Grassmann algebra over C and

k (fe0,k) e ir x iRd dk ^ dk $fa
i>k>a / dte'^-rpfaiT) (t,0_ ~M + <k,x)

«(k) £-/*
When we wish to make exphcit the dependence on the chemical potential p, we expand
the notation e(k) to e(k,p). For a function /

[/] fdtfit)
so that, in particular

[H] [dtfttWt)** Y / ##*.*)*(*»")
^ CT6{T,1}-/

We assume that the interaction (fci,Ä;21Vjfcß, A;4) is real and in addition rotation,
reflection and time reversal invariant. Precisely,

(ki,k2\V\ki,h) {Rki,Rk2\V\RkSiRkA) for all Ä € 0(d)
(ki,k2\V\k3,k4) (Tki,Tk2\V\Tks,Th)
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where Rk (k0,Rk), Tk (—fc0,k) • We also assume

{ki,k2\V\k3,ki) {-ki,k2\V\ - ki,k4)

(ki,-ki\V\ki,-k2)

and that ^fel5 fc21 V|&3, £4) is short range.

The counterterm — Sp(X,p) f âkxj^ktf>k in the action renormalizes the radius of
the Fermi surface. It is discussed in the next section. Finally, the denominator Z is
chosen so that

5(0,0) 0

One of our long term goals, stated precisely near the beginning of the next section,
is to give a rigorous proof that the standard model

(*i,fc2|V|*3,fc4) ^(kr-ks) - a29(uD-œ(ki-k3))2 o.-^g-k,)' (L4)

for an interacting system of electrons and jellium phonons has a superconducting ground
state at sufficiently low temperature. To explain why Ward identities are required to prove
that the condensate of Cooper pairs is stable, we briefly review the overall strategy.

We investigate the long range behavior of correlation functions at low temperature
using a renormalization group analysis near the Fermi surface [5,6]. This entails slicing
the free propagator around its singularity on the Fermi sphere. The renormalization group
resums the dominant graphs of the theory to create an effective slice-dependent interaction.

The natural scales correspond to finer and finer shells around the Fermi surface.
Fix a constant M > 1. For each j 0, —1, —2,... the j'-th slice contains all momenta in a
shell of thickness AP a distance AP from the singular locus { k £ IR +1

| k0 0, |k|
A2mp }. The propagator for the j-th slice is

r J(k,ii-(2)_
C'(6,6) Sai„ j *fc-fco_e(k)li(fco2 + e(k)2)

where lj (k% + e(k)2) is the characteristic function for the set M-* < \ik0 — e(k)| < AP+1.
For simplicity, we have introduced a sharp partition of unity even though a smooth one
is required for a complete, technically correct analysis [6, II.1]. Summing over j < 0, we
obtain the full infrared propagator C(£i,£2) £ Cj(ò>ò)-

j<o
These shells induce an infrared renormalization group flow. It was shown in [6]

that the important part of (1.3) comes from the reduced interaction X(s',—s'\V\t',—t').
Expanding in spherical harmonics

X(s',-s'\V\t',-f) E Xn(0)7tn(s',t')
7l>0

For appropriate a the coefficients in the expansion of (1.4) satisfy A0(0) < 0 and |A0(0)| ^>
]An(0)| n > 1. That is, the electron phonon interaction is dominated by the zero angular
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momentum sector, which is attractive. We assume that this is the case for the rest of this
section.

The set of coupling constants { A„ I n > 0 } evolves under the renormalization

group flow. At scale j their values are denoted { Xn(j) I n > 0 }. In the ladder
approximation the flow equation is (see [6, 1.85])

An0'-1) Xn(j)+ß(j)Xn(j)2
where ß(j) > 0 and hm ß(j) ß > 0.

j—* — oo

Thus, in the ladder approximation, Xo(j) grows slowly as j goes down to the
symmetry breaking scale S — [1/A0(0)] and then quickly takes off to infinity. The other
coupling constants remain much smaller than Ao. Of course, this approximation breaks
down at about scale S. The divergence of a flow generated by a "Fermi surface" away
from a Gaussian fixed point towards a nontrivial fixed point is typical of many symmetry
breaking or mass generation phenomena in condensed matter physics.

The renormalization group analysis described in the preceding paragraphs reveals
three distinct energy regimes. Fix a ~^> 1 and let A ss M6 be the BCS gap. In the first
regime at scales j for which M3 > aA the effective coupling constant Xo(j) can be
used as a small parameter. Symmetry breaking takes place in the second regime where

- A < M1 < aA In the third regime AP < - A the physics of the Goldstone boson
dominates. As explained above the effective coupling constant is not small in the latter
two regimes.

In [6, 1] the first regime is controlled nonperturbatively in 2 + 1 dimensions
and perturbatively in 3 + 1 dimensions. That is, in 2 + 1 dimensions the full model has

been constructed down to scale S and shown to obey the natural estimates suggested by
perturbation theory. We remark that it is also shown in [6] that, for a fixed external field
that selects a single phase, the renormalization group flow, truncated to any finite order
of perturbation theory, converges to a nontrivial pairing fixed point. The main idea for
controlling the intermediate regime is an intrinsic decomposition of the Fermi surface into
N M~^d~^6 "colors" and the accompanying 1/N expansion [3].

This paper is devoted to a tool that is essential in the third regime. Cooper pairs
interact with each other through a long range force mediated by the "Goldstone boson".
The Goldstone boson is a massless particle, in d+1 dimensions, whose propagator behaves
like [çq + const q2]-1 near zero. This singularity superficially generates nonrenormalizable

power counting for d 2,3. The Ward identities of Corollary IV.5 imply that the power
counting is in fact superrenormalizable. A detailed discussion of power counting is given
in§V.

The Ward identities of §IV relate certain expectation values. The "string" and
"ladder" amputation algorithm developed in §111 can be applied to these Ward identities to
identify classes of diagrams that add up to zero. This is feasible at low order, but because
the symmetry breaking mixes orders, the classes become very complicated. Oppermann
and Wegner[7] and Hikami [8] have derived the low order graphical analogues of our Ward
identités for the Anderson model. We imagine that the methods of this paper can also be

applied to the Anderson model.
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The simplest way to see the Goldstone boson is to make a Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation writing the exponential of the effective interaction Vefr, given by the
renormalization group flow at scale S, as an integral over an intermediate boson field 7. Let
X0(S) -2g2 and

Veff= -2g2 / ds dt dq ^(t+D^-t+f^c-H-D^CH-f)

-2g2 I dpdq (I äf^T(t+|)^i(-i+|)j B(p,-q) dsV-^-H-f)V>î(H-§)J

with B(p,q) (2Tr)d+16(p+q). If (71,72) is a C2 valued Gaussian variable with the
real, even covariance

<7iG»hi(«)> *,i%.î)
then

e-v e-v+v.„e-v„„ e-v+ve„ yexp (gj di *(07a)#(0) dpi-r)

where 7 cr 7 + o f¦

The propagator for the Goldstone boson is gotten by integrating out the Fermion
field, computing the effective potential for 7 and expanding about its minimum. This is
done in detail in §V. The effective potential is a Mexican hat. The propagator of the
component 7tan of 7 tangent to the circle of minima looks like [q^ + const q2]-1 near zero
and is given by

<7ta„(Pl);7tan(p2)) - (27t)d+1S(pi +p2)

-g2 / dsät^t-p^-th-^ - V'-.+paV'^T^t-pjT^-ti - V'-t+paVvr)

Here the truncated expectation (A; B) is given by (AB) — (A) (B) and, on the right hand
side, • is the fermionic expectation of the model before the Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation was applied. This identity, in conjunction with the amputation procedure of §111,

is used in (V.4) to demonstrate that the full Goldstone boson propagator is the sum of
generalized ladders.

In §11 we discuss self-consistent U(l) symmetry breaking and derive a Ward
identity using global U(l) symmetry transformations. In §111 we determine the structure of
Feynman graphs in terms of string and ladder amputation. This makes it possible to isolate
the fragments of graphs contributing to the Goldstone Boson propagator. In §IV we derive
more precise and general Ward identities exploiting local 17(1) gauge transformations. §V
is devoted to the power counting of the intermediate boson introduced above. In the last
section, we discuss the simple ladder contribution to the Goldstone Boson propagator in
great detail.
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§11 1/(1) Symmetry Breaking

We first rewrite the many Fermion generating functional (1.1) in a form that is a suitable

starting point for a rigorous construction. Let

dpwd) ^exp<- £ dk$k(r(iko-e(k))il>k,cr> J\dil>k,*d$kt0

be a formal Grassmann-Gaussian measure. The denominator Zo chosen so that

/ 1 dpwd) 1

Mathematically, dp(i>,ïr) is characterized by

f JWI+M dH+.i) e<*>c*>

where, the inner product

(i,C4>) J dtd? ftQClte'W)
The covariance

C(6,6) J *(titf(h)dn+.*)

6<Ti,<ri /
Jm.

dk
eHk,Ìi-Ì2).

/md+i iko — e(k)

- f, f ,flf„'0',*HC2>--|e(k)(t1-*J)l /-ö(e(k)), <1>I2- ^.^y^ dke I 9(-e(k)), ti<t2
where

9t<\ J1' S>°
0(*> - \0, ,<0

We have

5(0,^) log Ì / el**]+[**] e-v(^^) - W*'") / ***** <W,^) (HI)

The proper self-energy, E, is implicitly defined by

S2^= iko-e(l)-m^d+^k-^
in which

c c
I

S2(ti, <ri,t2,<r2) -TjT. -S((j>,4>)
S$(ti,<ri) ' 6<p((2,a2) U=0=o
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The functional derivative Ittt r acting on the left of a monomial moves the factor•«fii'i) °
<f>((i!a'i) all the way to the left with the appropriate sign and deletes it. Similarly, the
functional derivative s - acting on the right of a monomial moves the factor $(£2, ""2

all the way to the right with the appropriate sign and deletes it. For example,

L el*>]+[*>]* ^lj(ri)e[#*]+[W*
s4>Ul,<ri) s4>(t2,<r2) ' '

S<f>((2,cr2)

V(6,^i)e[W+[**^(6,«T2)

^(6^iM6,^)elW+W
so that

7m T\s^^JÂTt TïL x (V'(6^i)^(6^2)>-W6^i))(^(6^2)}

where

(/(*,*)) ï J f(*,t) e-*+>*> -^X'rì f****** M*,*)
Perturbatively, E is the sum of all nontrivial one-particle irreducible, two legged diagrams.

The counterterm Sp(X,p) is the formal power series in A uniquely determined
[5,6] by the renormalization condition

^E(0,|k| W,A)|As=o 0 n>0

where kp y^m/i is fixed by the particle density. In other words, the proper self-energy
vanishes on k0 0, |k| kp and, by definition, kp is the radius of the interacting Fermi
surface.

Observe that

e-«J1„)Jl^*l^.) ^.e-/«t* (i*o-e(k,,rf*,o)**** l\drl>k><rd$k,a
k,a

Therefore, the counterterm can be interpreted as the shift in the radius of the Fermi surface
induced by (fci,fc21V|Ä:3,fc4)

We now state one of our goals precisely. To keep the statement simple, we use
periodic boundary conditions on IR /LH Define dpi, to be the Grassmann Gaussian
measure whose covariance is the multiplication operator

"C1 - ^*o,0*e(k),o)
ik0 - e(k)

on l2(l£~Z.d+1). For convenience let

fdkf(k) (2-i)d+1 £ /(*)
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Incorporate in the finite volume interaction Vl,t a counterterm for the chemical potential
and a small external field

Vi,,-(y>,V0 V(i>,î>) + bfr(X,p;L,r) l ï>kif)k -r âk(ï>k-tip-ki +if>-kiipkr)

and define the generating functional

SL,r(cf>,4>) log 2T7
/"e[**l+[**] e-VL'AW) dpL(i),i>)

We ultimately want to prove the

"Theorem". Let d 2,3 and let (ki, k2\V\k3, ki) be a Schwartz class function on IR ^ '
satisfying symmetries (Sl,2) of §7. (Actually, it is sufficient that the interaction be in a
suitable weighted Sobolev space.) Let

(t',-t'\V\s',-s') =Y,*mrn(t',s')
n

be the expansion of the rotation invariant reduced kernel in spherical harmonics. Here
k' (0,fcfk/|k|) is the projection of k on the Fermi surface. Fix e > 0. Let A > 0 and k
be sufficiently small. If Ao < 0 and /c|Ao| > |An|, n > 1 then the limit

S((f),4>) hm hm SL<r((j),4>)
r\fi L—rrxr

exists and has the following properties:

(i) There is a A > 0 with A « const e-const /* such that

(v^îV-pi) <tf-*'Atfpî> -^4~s{k' ~p)

(ii) The 2n point moments of S((f>,<f>) with n odd decay exponentially at a rate at least

(1 - e)A.

(iii) The 2n point moments of S((f>,4>) with n even decay at least polynomially. In
particular, there are constants ci,c2 > 0 such that

lim(ciÇo+C2q2)/ àsdtdp(ij>a-q-rip~-,i - V'-^+^V'.TÎ^t-pîV'-tj. - V'-t+pffar) -i
Thus there is a channel in the four point function that does not decay exponentially.

One consequence of this Theorem is that the Hilbert space is a direct sum of
"even" and "odd" subspaces. The restriction of the Hamiltonian to the odd subspace has
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a gap of at least (1 — e)A between its ground state energy and the rest of its spectrum.
There is no such gap in the even subspace.

The rest of this section motivates the "Theorem". The action

A(iß,iß) - dk (iko-e(k))j>kj>k - Sp(X,p) / dk$kipk

- 2 / fl^i (21r)^lÄ(fcx+*2-fc3-fc4) i>kl1>k3 {kl,k2\V\k3,ki)ll>klTl>kt

has six basic symmetries. Namely
(i) Particle number:

A(eieip,e-iej>) A(tf),î>) V eiB £ U(l)

(ii) Spin:
A(grl>,$g-i) A(il>,ip-) V g € 517(2)

(iii) Spatial rotations and reflections:

A(Rif>,Riß) A(if),rß) VUE 0(d)

where (Rif>)(t,<r) ^(R'H,, and (Rrß)(t,<r) ^(iT1^).
(iv) Translations: For all £ £ IR^1

A(T^,T$) A(if>,rß) V t e IR^1

where (T^)k,a ei<k*>- i>k,a and (T$)h,a e'^'O-rß^
(v) Time reversai:

A(i),j)f A(1>,$)

where # is the involution on the Grassmann algebra defined by ipf ipTk V"* V'Tfc

and by complex conjugation of scalars.

(vi) Charge conjugation:
A(i$t,iif>t) A(xf>,$)

To verify (v), note that

(ki,k2\N\k3M) (k3,h\V\ki,k2)

follows from the reflection invariance and symmetry (S2) of V Observe that, in contrast
to the other symmetries, neither time reversal nor charge conjugation commute with the
number symmetry. However, their product
(vii) CT:

A(rf),î,)CT A(tp,rß)

does commute with the number symmetry. Here, CT is the involution on the Grassmann
algebra defined by if)^T itß^-k tf^ iißxk an<^ by complex conjugation of scalars.
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By definition, a general symmetry U of the action is broken if

A(U(rß,rß)) A(i>Â) but S(U(</>,4>)) ï S(4>,4>)

where <S is the generating functional (Ll), carefully defined by some limiting process. In
this paper we study the situation when the number symmetry is broken

S^V.e-^) ï S(<p,$)

but symmetries (ii,iii,iv) and (vii) above are inherited by the generating functional.

The symmetry
(viii):

\+h,J \0 e-^J\i)k,J
(e-1* 0 \

(^fc.T V-*,! i-» V-Jfe.T 4>k,l){ 0 eirj,J

is a subgroup of SU(2). Applying this symmetry to the first derivatives of S we obtain

(&„) *» (¥•„)
forcing

(Ì>k,a) (&,„) 0

for all k, a. Thus the second derivative of <S simplifies to, for example,

H(tl, °1 H(t2 C2 I 0=^=0

There are sixteen two point expectation values

(V-at^pt) ii>kT>P_pi) U>h4\pï) (ißkiißpi)
(V;*î$Pî) (^fcT^pf) (V^iVVT) (ip_kii>pi)
($ki1>rt) (i>_krtji) (^_kii>_Pi) (V^iVvi)
(V'fctV'pT) (V'fctV'pi) (1>nî>pi) (î>ki$Pi)

obtained by differentiating 5 twice with respect to 4>(£,o-) By conservation of momentum,

that is translation invariance, the distributions in the first and fourth rows vanish
unless k —p while those in the second and third vanish unless k — p By
anticommutation, the second row determines the third row and the second column determines the
third column.

The four corners, (V^rVvr) (V'fcj.V'pj.), (^fcT^pt) (^fcifpl) > of the above table
and the four central elements, (i>kT<f>pl) > (V^i^pî) (V'fcîV'pi} > (V'fciV'pî) >

vanish by SU(2)
invariance. For example, by symmetry (viii)

(V'fcìVvi) e2,a (t^kftppi)
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forcing it to be zero. The other cases are similar. Thus there are eight

(fkffrf) (V>feTV>-pt) \ / (fkifpi) (iß-kifpi)
(i>-kii>pi) (rß-kitß-pi) J ^(V'fcîV'-pi) (i>-kiî>-pi),

potentially nonzero two point expectation values with the second matrix determined by
the first and all matrix elements vanishing unless k p

For this reason it is algebraically convenient to combine the four internal physical
fields tj)k-\, tf)-ki, ï>kt and i>-ky into a pair of 2-vectors

*\k)\ _ V*T

<f>(k) (*i(k) *2(fc)) (&T V-*l)
called "Nambu fields". The external physical fields are combined into

$(k) ^(k) a3( tki \
\<P-klJ*2(k),

$(*) (#!(*) #2(*)) (&T <f>-ki)cr3

Note that the external fields are twisted by <r3, the third of the Pauh matrices

in

and

while

an

0 1\ 2/0-M 3/IO
1 oj ' =(* 0) °* {o -1

With this vector notation all potentially nonzero expectation values are contained

<*<»>•*») (<&&>> *';->>) - (-)-*(*-,w»)

((*<(*)¥'(?))) -(2it)d+H(k-p)S(kf

y{* (k)* (P)} - {(t-kLiPpr) (t-nt-pt)
d I (^i(k)^fj(p)) 1 remain identically zero.

Lemma II.1 Suppose the generating functional S inherits the symmetries (ii,iii,iv) and

(vii) from the action A. Then

[[(V(k)V(p))) (<*<(*)*,-(p))) 0

Furthermore

S(k0,k) =S(fc0,|k|) 5(0,k) 5(0, k)'
S22(k) =-Sii(Tk) Sn(k) Sii(Tk)
S22(k) S22(Tk) Si2(k) S2i(Tk)
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Proof: The first statement has already been proven. The identity

5(fc0,k) 5(fco,|k|)

is an immediate consequence of the symmetry (iii). Next

S22(k)(2rr)d+1S(k-p) (rß-kl1>-pi) {î>-kii>-Pl) - <>-pT^-fcT)

-(V-TpT^t) -Sn(Tp)(2ir)d+1S(Tp-Tk)

-Sn(Tk)(2Tt)d+1S(k-p)

In passing from the first to the second line we used SU(2) invariance with

fa
9 -, 0

To pass from the third to the fourth line we used invariance under spatial reflection.

Similarly,

Si2(k)(2tr)d+1 S(k - p) (V'fcTi/'-pl) -(^Tfcî^-Tpî) ($-Tp\$Tk-\)

S2i(Tp)(2w)d+1S(Tp-Tk)

S2i(Tk)(2-K)d+1S(k-p)

We used CT invariance in the second fine. The proof of the third and fourth identities is

similar.

The third fourth and fifth identities may be combined to give S(k) S(Tk)*
The last identity follows at once. ¦

Formally, the Grassmann-Gaussian measure in Nambu fields is

<^(*,*) ^expj- / dk ^{k)(ik0t-e(k)cTî)^(k)\Yld^i(k)d^i(k)

and is rigorously characterized by its characteristic functional

/>*l+t**UM*.*) e<*'c*>

where the covariance

<¥*(*)*,-(p)) (2ir)d+i S(k - p)C(k)

with

C(k\
1

_ ikpl + e(k)tri _ / [ik0 - e(k)}~1 0 \
1 ' "

ik0t-e(k)a3 fc02 + e(k)2 V ° [ik0 + e(k)}~1 J
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The generating functional (1.1) becomes, in Nambu fields,

5(*,#) =log \ /e[**+**] e-V(*,*)-*.(A,rt/tt*(k)a'tW(j/j($if) (II2)

where

v(*,*) =iy ^^^(*(t+f)<T3*(.+f))^+f,-1+f|v|,+f,-3+f^(*(-i+f)fa*(-s+f))
(II.3)

Define the real numbers Ai and A2 by

Aj - lA2
Af+A2

By Lemma II.1

-512(0,|k|=*F)

Ai + iA->

AfTÄf -^(°'lkl M
Let dp& be the Grassmann-Gaussian measure with covariance

1
_ ikol + e(k)a3 + A

A ~ ik0l-e(k)<r3 -A ~ k2 + E(k)2

where
A Aio-1 + A2o-2

and
E(k)2 e(k)2+A2 e(k)2+A2+A2

When ko 0 and |k| kp the off-diagonal components of

/*(*)*«*»<*.*) - -ijrWOfafa*1 .t':iw)(2')'+*^-»
are exactly the off diagonal components of S(k).

We want to treat the interacting Fermionic measure as a perturbation of dfi&.
For this reason, we multiply and divide by

J dk *(Jfc)A*(fc)

to obtain

5(*,*) log \ /e[**+**] e-v(*,*)-M*CT3*] dfM

log! /"e[**+**] e-V(*,*)-^[*c73*]-[*A*]e[*A*]<£^

log -±- f e[**+**l e-V(*,*)-^[*<r3*]-[*A*] dfiA
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Define a new proper self-energy by

*<*•'> iko-e(k)J-A-m ^d+^(k-P)

Inverting,
E(jfc) 5-1(fc)-tJk0 + e(k)(T3+A

To be consistent with the definition of the physical chemical potential p it is necessary
that

£n(0,A:F) E22(0,fcF) 0

To be consistent with the definitions of Ai and A2 it is necessary that

512(0,fcF) C12(0,fcF)

52i(0,fcF) C21(0,fcF)

Since Cn(0,fcF) C22(0,fcF) 0 and

(5n 5j2 \ _
1 / 522 — 5i2 \

52i 522 J det 5 \—52i Su J

the conditions on En(0,fcF), S22(0,â;f), 5i2(0,fcF) and S2i(0,fcF) may be combined
in

£(0,ifcF) 0 (II.4)

We must renormalize to ensure that the condition (II.4) is fulfilled. That is, we
introduce the renormalized action

-Afi(*,*) -V(*,*)- [ dk*kD(x,nA)*k- [ dk*k(ik0-e(k)<r3-A)*k

and generating functional

5H(*,*) log JL /e[**+**] e-V(*,*)-/4fc*(*)D*(*)(fMA (IL5)

One can prove [6] that, for each Ai, A2 and p. the counterterm

D Di(X,p,A)ax + D2(X,p, A)a2 + D3(X,p, A)a3

is uniquely determined as a formal power series in A by the renormalization condition
(II.4). The coefficient D3 is the difference between the bare and physical chemical
potentials. On the other hand, there are no physical parameters to shift to accomodate
Di and D2 Therefore, the constraints

Di(X,p,A) Ai
D2(X,p,A) A2
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must be imposed to ensure that

5K(#, #)=£(*,*) (II.7)

The constaints (II.6) are a nonperturbative analogue of the BCS gap equation.

In the Nambu notation, the number symmetry is given by

*(&)>-> eie<T3*(ifc)

*(fc) H+ ^(k)e~ie,j3

The result of applying the number symmetry to a quadratic monomial is

$(k)<TjV(p) h-+ *(fc)e-ie<TVeie<T3*(p)

{a1
cos 29 + or2 sin 20 j 1 1

-a1 sin 20 + <r2 cos 29 j 2) ¥(p)
7 3

that

^H(eieCT3*,*e-i8<T3) -V(*,*)- f dk*kR(29)D(\,p,A)*k

- j dk *k(ik0-e(k)a3 - R(29)A)*k

where

V2

V3

(cos
9 — sin 9 0

sin 9 cos 9 0

0 0 1

Recalling that the counterterms are uniquely determined as formal power series, we obtain

D(X,p,R(29)A) R(29)D(X,fi, A)

It follows from the last identity that the set of solutions of (II.6) is invariant under rotations.
If (II.6) has a nonzero solution then

D\(X,p, A) + D\(X,p, A) A2 + A2

determines A2 Af + A| as a function of A and p, but Ai/A2 is completely free.

We have shown that the assumption that

52(0,Â:F) CA(0,fcF)

forces |A| to be a solution of the BCS gap equation. However, the phase of A has not been
determined. It must be fixed externally by imposing, for example, boundary conditions.
To select a particular solution A of (II.6) we introduce a term rA, r > 0 in (II.2)

5(*,*,r) =log Ì /e[**+**l e-v(».»)+/« *(*)(rA-^â]*(*)^(^)^)

5fi(*,*,r)
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where

5H(*,*,r) log^ /¦et**+**]e-v(*^-/^*w(D-'-A)*(*)^A(*,*)

provided
Di(X,p,A,r) Ai
D2(X,p,A,r) A2

The counterterm D is now determined by the r dependent renormalization condition

E(0,fcF,r) 0

The limit,
lim <SH(#,#,r) (II.8)

j—>0-f-

subject to the constraint, imposes "boundary conditions" on (II.2).

To give mathematical meaning to (II.8) we regularize and take an additional limit.
For convenience we use a slice cutoff on a continuous momentum space rather than the
periodic boundary conditions in the statemnet of the "Theorem". Precisely, fix M 3> 1

and introduce, for each integer h < 0, the regularized propagator

Pk(k)CA(k) Pff3 (II.9)
iko — e(k)aô — A

where

Pk(k) Y f(M-2i(k2o+E(k)2))
0>i>h

and f(x), x > 0 is a smooth function satisfying

/(»
0 i<lori> |M4

1 \M2 <x<M2

1 Y f(M-2ix)

Observe that Ph(k) smoothly excises a shell of thickness Mh about the Fermi surface.
The ultraviolet end of the system is finite. Nevertheless, for convenience, an ultraviolet
cutoff is also included.

The generating functional at cutoff h is

SR($,ê;r,h) log^ /'ef**+**]e-V(*'*)-/^*(fc)(D-r-A)*(i)ciAtA(*,*;fe)

(ILIO)
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where dp&fë, &; h) is the Grassmann-Gaussian measure with the regularized covariance

(II.9). By a slight generalization of [1, Lemma 5], SR(&,&;r,h) exists. That is, for all A

in an /i-dependent disk around zero, each of the connected Euclidean Green's functions

is a well-defined distribution on IR2^*^1^ In particular, the coefficients Di(X,p, A;r, h)
and D2(X,p, A;r,h) of the counterterms are convergent power series in A uniquely
determined by the renormalization condition

S(0,|k| kF;r,h) 0

Our goal is to rigorously control the limit

hm hm SR(&,&;r, h)
r—>0+ (1-.-00

subject to the constraint
Di(X,p,A;r,h) Aj
D2(X,p,A;r,h) A2

and construct the many Fermion system (1.1). An important ingredient will be Ward
identities for SR(§?,$>;r,h)

We now derive the simplest Ward identity for SR(&,&;r,h) using the global
number symmetry. The action at cutoff h is

^(*,*;r,/l) -V(*,*)-y«ffc*,p(A,^A)-rA)*fc-y'^*fc(i^gfa^)*jfe

Of course, —\-gr is infinite outside the support of Ph(k) ¦ We only use this action to
motivate a Ward identity in which

/ ^^riS"A)^
is absorbed into the well-defined Fermionic-Gaussian measure dp^(^, *&;h)

Now, under the number symmetry,

^(k)^eie"3^(k)
*(jfc) h-> ty(k)e-ie°3

the action

AR(*,*;r,h) k> AR(*,*;r,h)- I dk *(k)(R(29) - t)(D - rA-jfa)V(k)
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and

[#* + *#] » [êe^* + *e-ie<73$]

To accomodate the new terms generated by applying the number symmetry to the action,
we generalize (retaining the same name) the generating functional by allowing the external
field to be a self-adjoint traceless matrix valued function J(k) J^k)^1 + J2(fc)<r2 +
J3(k)a3 of k. Namely,

5fl(#l*,J;rlA) log -^ />*+**] e-V-Sdk*{kHD-rA-JW)9WdpM^*-M

Formally, the simplest Ward identity is

5fl(#,#,0;r,A) SR(e-ie°3 *,*eie°3,1(9;h);r,h) (Il.lla)
where

7(0; ri) =(Di -rAi - -A^)(l -cos 20,-sin 20,0) -a
P\W (Il.llb)

+(D2 -rA2 - -^fe)(sin29,l -cos20,O) ¦ a

Again, the factor l/ph(k) in I(9;h) is infinite outside the support of ph(k) However,
integration against dpA(*,&-,h) produces compensating factors of Ph(k) ¦ For example,
integrating by parts,

/dMA(*,*;fc) f dk *(Jfc)I(0;fe)¥(fc)] F(*,*)

- j dpA(*,*;h) tr J dk CA(k)pk(k)2I(9;h)CA(k)6j^^F(^,^)8j^-)

- tr f dk CA(k)ph(k)I(9;h) x j dpA(<t,4r-,h) F(*, *)

The odd looking factor l/ph(k) in 7(0; /i) is an artifact of the smooth cutoff
Pk(k) which was chosen for technical reasons in [1,2,5,6]. A smooth cutoff is particularly
useful when estimating renormalized diagrams. If periodic boundary conditions are
imposed to regularize the infrared singularity, one obtains a, perhaps more natural looking,
Ward identity. Let L > 1 and define

5fl(#,*,J;r,L) log ^ /e[**+**l e-V-BZ^T *«=)<—)*(*)^A(»,*.L)

where the Grassmann-Gaussian measure

dMA(*,*ii) ^expj-E^+T *(k)(ik0-e(k)<T3 - A)*(k)\ud*i(k)d*i(k)

All sums and products over k are restricted to those points of the dual lattice 2î TL

that lie in the shell 0 < k\ + e(k)2 < 1 The corresponding Ward identity is

5Ä(#,*,0;r,I) 5R(e-i9CT3*,*ei(,CT3,/(0;i:);r,£)
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where now
1(9; L) =(Di - rAi - Ai)(l - cos 20, - sin 20,0) • a

+(D2 - rA2 - A2 sin 20,1 - cos 20,0) • <r

We next give a sample application of the Ward identity derived above. The
renormalized four point tensor S^li2 i3li(s,t,q; J,h) is defined by

S4'lili,i*(t1,t2,Jbs,t4,J;r,Ä) SÌ\2i3^(s,t,q,J;r,h) (2rr)d+1S(ki - k2 - k3 + h)
where

s |(&3 + ki)
t \(ki+k2)
q k3 — ki

and

We show that some components of the four point tensor 54ni2i3u(s,t,q; J,h)
necessarily develop a singularity at q 0 in the limit h —> —oo and then J —+ 0.

Differentiating the Ward identity (11.11) with respect to 0 and then setting 0 0 yields

i[#o-3* - *o-3*] + f dk^f(k)~(0;h)9(k)\ =0
J m I T,h

where the expectation symbol

jF e[*»+»«le-V(»,*)-Jjt »(*)(P-A)*(*)d/iA(^^.fc)
<F)r'" " J-c[**+*»]e-V(*.*)-/« *(*)(D-rA)»(*)dAtA(#i#ik)

Note that the expectation (F)r h depends on the external fields <&, #
For any 7 71a1 + 72<r2 + 73<r3 set

7* ![7,<73]=7i<72-72fa (11.12)

In the event that 7 71er1 + 72<72

1 - 3
7* — icr 7

Evaluating the derivative of I
dl

(0;h) (Di - rAi - -4fc)(0,-2,0) • «7 + (Z>2 - rA2 - -^)(2,0,0) • aPh(k)

^-i + ^A*
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provided the BCS constraints are fulfilled. Substituting

2r/fdk &(k)A#*(k)\ A[*<t3* - $<r3*] + 2 / dk *(fc)(l - -^)A#*(k)\
(11.13)

Next, differentiate (11.13) with respect to $(Pi) on the left and with respect to
i&(p2) on the right and set 3? # 0.

i [<*(pi)i *(p2))0ir>ft <r3] 2r /*(Pl)¥(p2) ; J dk *(*)A»*(*)\

+ 2 J A i^fi (*(p1)*(P2) ; *(i)A«*(*))0ir>fc

The notation (F)0 rfc designates that (F)rh is evaluated at 3? # 0. The truncated
expectation value

(F;G)r<h (FG)rth-(F)rth(G)rth
Let F and G be monomials in the fields. The subtraction built into (F;G)rh "connects"
F to G. Diagramatically, the fields in F and G are represented by ingoing and outgoing

half-propagators. The Feynman diagrams contributing to the truncated expectation
(F;G)rh have the property that every half propagator of F is connected to some half
propagator of G and vice versa. By contrast to the fully connected expectation 54 these
graphs need not be connected.

By definition,

ÄÄ» [<*fr1);*te)>r,k><r8] [52(P1,P2),<T3]

[5(p1),<73](27r)dt-1Ä(p1-p2)

Restricting pi and p2 to the Fermi surface, assuming that the number symmetry is broken
(that is, A^O) and recalling the renormalization condition (II.4)

rlim+jiliinJ(*(P;);*(^)}r|),,,3] [CA(p\), a3} (2rt)^ S(p\ - p'2)

A«
2i—(2*)<*H(p'i-p'2)

ï 0

where
P' (0,^,^2^)

In the event that the limit

hm Hm /*(pi)*(p^); f dk^(k)Ai^(k)\
r-0+h—-oO \ J j
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exists and is finite, we conclude that

\(2ir)^S(p'i-p'2) ^^m^Jdk1-^ (*(Pl)#(p2); *(fc)A»*(fc))r
A»

Assuming that the right hand side approaches zero as the ultraviolet cutoff is removed,
we get a contradiction for all sufficiently large ultraviolet cutoffs. So, the limit cannot be
finite. See [9, (8-115)] for a similar result.

§111 String and Ladder Amputation
In this section we study the topology of connected graphs constructed from 2n vertices •
n interaction lines 'WV and n — e particle fines Each vertex is attached
to one interaction fine, at most one incoming particle fine and at most one outgoing particle
fine. Thus, there are four possible configurations at a vertex:

W\K^ W\< 'VV\t 'VW

By definition, a vertex has 1 — a "incoming external particle legs" and 1 — ß "outgoing
external particle legs" when it is attached to a incoming particle lines and ß outgoing
particle fines. External legs are not part of the graph. However, it is convenient to draw
them in to aid enumerating them. Our goal is to decompose each of these graphs having
e > 6 external particle legs into an amputated general vertex and a set of general ladders
and a set of general strings. When e 4 the graph is expressed as a general ladder with
two particle irreducible rungs joined by pairs of strings.

The first step is a topological classification of all pairs of intersecting four legged
subdiagrams. A subdiagram H of G is determined by a set of one or more particle and/or
interaction fines of G. By definition H is the union of the lines and the vertices at the
ends of the lines. A line of G \ H is an external fine for H if it is attached to a vertex
of H An external leg of G say at vertex v, is also an external leg of H if v £ H Two
subgraphs Hi and H2 overlap if

r/,nff2#0 Hi <£ H2 H2£ Hi

Lemma III.l Let H be a connected graph which is the union of two overlapping subgraphs
Hi and H2. If Hi and H2 each have two external particle legs and no external interaction
legs then H must be of one of the two following forms:

If H is not a vacuum graph, the second form is ruled out.
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The first form is read as

H

Hi

H2

r-Lr-

or with Hi and H2 exchanged.

Proof: Any external line of Hi n H2 must be an external line of Hi or of H2 or of both.
Hence all external lines of Hi n H2 must be particle lines. Let

r»i the number of external lines of Hi n H2 belonging to Hi
n2 the number of external lines of Hi i~l H2 belonging to H2

ng the number of external lines of Hi fl H2 not in H

Since Hi <(. Hi n H2 and H is connected, m > 1. Since H2 <t Hi D H2, n2 > 1. Since if2
and #1 have two external legs, «i + ng < 2 and n2 + ng < 2. As ni + n2 + ng must be

even, we must have nx n2 1, ng 0 or nj n2 2, ng 0. ¦

4, e > 4. .ForCorollary III.2 Let G be a connected graph with external legs £1, ¦

each 1 < i < e either there is no two legged subgraph of G having ti as an external
leg, or there is a unique maximal two legged subgraph Si of G with ti as an external leg.

Furthermore Si fi Sj 0 for all i ^ j
By definition the string-amputation of a connected graph G having four or more

legs is gotten by deleting each Si together with the line of G that is an external line of Si.

V
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Lemma III.3 Let H be a connected graph which is the union of two overlapping subgraphs

Hi and i72. The subgraph .ff2 need not be connected. If Hi and fT2 have two and four
external particle legs respectively and no external interaction legs then H must be of one

of the following five forms:

iii) yy iv) ryy ¦

IIP:

Proof: As in the proof of Lemma III.l,

ni > 1 n,2 > 1

ni + n9 < 2 n2 + ng < 4

ni + n2 + ng £ 2Z

Consequently, (ni,n2,ng) must be one of

rn 1112 2

n2 12 3 2 4

ng 0 10 0 0

form (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

For example, (n!,n2,ng) (1,3,0) implies that the subgraph Hi and /72 each one external
leg which is external to H. This gives form (iii). ¦

Lemma III.4 Let H be a connected graph which is the union of two overlapping subgraphs

Hi and H2- That is H Hx U H2, Hx n H2 / 0, but Hi <£ H2 and H2 <£ Hx. Note
that Hi and i72 need not be connected. If Hi and 772 each have four external particle legs
and no external interaction legs then H must be of one of the following ten forms or their
reflections about the central shaded square:
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vit

———

"

IIP:

4h

—,

Iii

Proof: As in the proof of Lemma III.l,

ni > 1 n2 > 1

ni + ng < 4 n2 + ng < 4

n-i + n2 + ng £ 27L

We have the table, for ni > n2,

ni 112 3 2

n2 11112n0 0 2 10 0

form (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

2 3 4 3 4

2 2 2 3 4

2 10 0 0

(vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) (x)

In preparation for amputating generalized ladders from many legged graphs we

prove
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Theorem III.5 Let G be any string-amputated connected graph with e > 6 external particle
legs and no external interaction legs. Let Gi and G2 be overlapPing four legged subgraphs
of G without external interaction legs. Furthermore, assume that Gi and G2 each have

precisely two legs external to G. Then we have one of the two possible configurations:

Proof: Define H Gi U G2, Hi Gi, J72 G2. As G is connected and string-
amputated, Gi and G2 and consequently H are necessarily connected. It now suffices to
apply Lemma III.4 and then connect H into the rest of G in all possible ways. The two
permissible configurations arise from Lemma III.4 forms (i) and (ii). Forms (iv), (vii),
(viii), (ix) and (x) are ruled out by the requirement that G2 have two legs external to G.
For forms (v) and (vi), if Gi and G2 were each have two legs external to G, then G would
have a total of four and two external legs, respectively. The configurations

arising from forms (ii) and (iii) are not string amputated.

Corollary III.6 Let G be a string-amputated connected graph with external particle legs

il, ¦¦¦, £e e > 6 and no external interaction legs. Define li ~ lj if i — j or if li, Ij
are the external legs of a four legged subgraph of G which has exactly two globally external
legs. Then ~ is an equivalence relation and the corresponding equivalence classes have one
or two elements.
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Proof: We show that if i, j and k are three distinct indices then either i -/¦ j or i ^ k.
Otherwise, there would have to be two overlapping four-legged subdiagrams, with one of
the subdiagrams having li and lj as its globally external legs and the other having li and
lk as its globally external legs. This contradicts Theorem III.5. ¦

The graph below contains no four legged subdiagram with precisely two globally
external legs. Hence its equivalence classes are all singlets.

We define a connected graph to be one particle irreducible (IPI) if it cannot
be disconnected by cutting one particle line. Let G be a string amputated, connected
graph with e > 6 external legs. Then by Theorem III.5, there is, for each pair of distinct
equivalent external legs a unique maximal four legged IPI subgraph whose globally external
legs are the given pair. Furthermore, the IPI subdiagrams corresponding to different
equivalence classes are disjoint. By definition the ladder amputation of G is gotten by
removing all of these IPI subdiagrams. For example, under ladder amputation

T k
-o-

and

~0-
-D-

Thus the ladder amputation of G need not be connected. For example
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wv

w\

\/\/\.

y y v ' ï V
*^ •—-^ 4 *J ^ < -^ 4—V—4

VW

\AA

We now take a closer look at the structure of the "ladder" subgraphs that are
removed in the above amputation process. Each such subgraph is four-legged, connected
and string-amputated. Furthermore, the four external legs are paired into two incoming
and two outgoing legs. Such a diagram is said to be channel 2PI if it is impossible to
disconnect the pair of incoming external legs from the pair of outgoing external legs by
cutting at most two particle lines.

Let G be a connected, string-amputated four-legged graph with two of its external
legs designated as incoming and the other two designated as outgoing. Let Hi and H2 be

four-legged subgraphs of G and suppose that G's incoming external legs are also external
legs for Hi and H2. We claim that, if Hi ^ .ff2, then Hi and fT2 cannot both be channel
2PI. If, for example, Hi is properly contained in H2, then H2 is disconnected by cutting
the internal fine(s) of if2 that are outgoing external fines of Hi. If Hi and H2 overlap,
then only form ii) of Lemma III.4 is possible and neither Hi and Zf2 are channel 2PI. Thus
there is a unique channel 2PI subgraph of G containing G's incoming legs. Remove this
subgraph and string-amputate the result. This leaves another connected, string-amputated
four-legged graph. Iterating, we get

Theorem III.7 Let G be a connected, string-amputated four-legged graph with two of its
external legs designated as incoming and the other two designated as outgoing. Then G
has a unique decomposition

ho-r -0-~
-n-1 I—

Here, the four legged boxes are channel 2PI.

The results of this section will be used in §IV to interpret the Goldstone Boson

propagator graphically.
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§IV The Ward Identity
We now use a local gauge transformation to derive a more general Ward identity. Let P

be a general propagator and define the action, AR(&, *,$,$, J; r,P) by

where

AR(*, *,*,#, J; r,P) A'^(^f,^,^,ê,J;r)- f dk^kP-1^,

A^%(9, *,*,*, J;r) [** + **]-V(*,*)- fdt*(t)(D-rA-J(0)*(0
and

A Aio-1 + A2<r2

D Dia1 +D2a2 + D3a3

J(0 JxttW + HO*2 + HO*3
The interaction V(*,*) is defined in (II.3).

If P ph.CA with cutoff ph (see (II.9)), then the counterterm D —

D(X,p,A;r,h) in

.Afi(*, ¥,*,#, J;r,h) AR(V, *,$,*, J;r,phCA)
is determined by the renormalization condition

E(0,|k| =kp;r,h,A) 0

The generating functional corresponding to the action .4^ is

SR(*,*,J;r,P) log I [ e**{*.*,*.*.J;r,P) YldVWdViW
J k,i

There is some redundancy in this generating functional. The expectation value of F(*&, &)

/ F(9,g)e^«(*.».«.*.W) Uk,i «**'(*) d^i(k)
^ ' '' J eAR(*,*,*,*,J;r,P) Ylk.dtyi(k)d*i(k)

Differentiating

(27r)d+1kw5Ä=(*w)
and

(27r)2(d+1)kw5fiW)= ww»-<**(*» <•**»
(*«(*);*,-(*)>

where the truncated expectation value

(F;G) (FG)-(F)(G)
We have
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Theorem IV.1 (Ward Identity) Suppose that the interaction

(*i,fc2|V|Jb8,*4) V(ki-k3)

on the support of the delta function S(kl+k2-k3-kt). Let 0(0 be a smooth function on
ffifa1 Then

SR(Ç?,$,J;r,PhCA)

<Sfl(e-lf^CT3* êew^3 e-ie^3J(t)ei6^3 +I(9;h) ; r phCA + P(9,h))

where

I(9;h) =(l-r)(l-R(29(t)))A
Ai(l -r)(l -cos 20(0,-sin 20(0,0) • a

+ A2(l -r)(sin20(0,1 -cos20(0,0) • <r

P(9; h) ^(fc)(CA(0) - CA) + (e-^^^p^Â:)^«)-3 - Ph(kj) CA(9)

CA(9) e-«e«)ff3GAei8«)CT3

_
1

~
iko - iff a-3 - e (k + <r3 V0) a3 - Ä(20(O)A

lyften tAe BCS constraints Di Ai, D2 A2 are satisfied. An operator f(k)g(t) is

multiplication in position space by g(£) followed by multiplication in momentum space by

/(fc).

Recall that

(COS0
-sin0 0\ /vi\

sin0 COS0 0 \v2 ] -cr
0 0 1/ \v3j

Elementary manipulations yield

P(9; h) Ph(k)CA(9) (*|^3 + ^ (k • V0 + V0 ¦ k + (V0)V3) - (1 - ä(20))a) GA

+ (e-^"3ph(k)e'e^3 - Ph(k)) CA(9)

Proof: To obtain the Ward identity we make the change of variables

*(0 eie(*)CTV(0

*(0 *'(0e"i9(f)cr3
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and use
e (re
e'*9"1'ff1eie"3 cos 20 v1 + sin 20 a2

e-ie"3a2eie"3 -sin 20 a1 + cos 20 a2

„-iOa3 Z ì6o3 _3e <r e cr

Now

V(*,*) | Jdtidt, (*(6y*(6))v(6-6)(*(&)«r»»(6))
v(*',*')

and

- f dk%k(D-rA)*k - fdt^'(()e-ie^c'3(D-rA)eie<-i)',3^'(t)

-Jdt*'(t)(D-rA)*'(t)-Jdt*'(t)(R(29) -l)(D-rA)*'(0

The field (<&,4>) is a Grassmann-Gaussian process with covariance pfc(fc)GA so

that (*',*') is a Grassmann-Gaussian process with covariance e_,e^)tT pfe(fc)GAeie^)cr
Hence

P(0,fc) e-^V^G^«)'3 - pA(fc)GA

e-ie«)CT3pfe(fc)e*e(^3GA(0) -Pft(fc)GA

Pfc(fe)GA(0) - ^(fc)GA + (e-ie^°3Ph(k)ei6^°3 - ph(k)) CA(9)

Subtracting

Ph(k)CA(9) - Ph(k)CA

Ph(k)CA(9) (i^<r3 + e (k + <r3 V0) <r3 - e (k) <r3 - (11 - Ä(20))A J CA

Ph(k)CA(9) (i™<r3 + J- (k • V0 + V0 • k + (V0)V) - (1 - R(29))a\ Ca

Recall that, for 7 71 tr1 + 72<r2 + 73er3 the notation 7* is defined in (11.12).

Proposition IV.2 Suppose that the interaction

(ki,k2\V\k3,h) V(ki-k3)
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on the support of the delta function S(k,+k2-k3-ki). If the BCS constraints are satisfied,
then

¦2r (*(oa#*(o) - id* (*(0*3*(0> + ± i ô,-((ô,-*)(0*(0 - *(0(ô;*)(0)

i (*{ty*(t)) - i (#(o<r3*(o) - 2 (*«)j*(o*(«> + v
+ terms independent of J, $,#

tf tr (A#PfeCAACA(l - Ph) + (1 - pk)A'GAAGApk)(e,0

- itr (a3PhCAA(l - ph)CA(iko-e(k)a3) - a3(iko~e(k)a3)(l - Ph)CAACAp^(i,£)
and

*«'•« ((feiö-4") O"W))) + {fey-4«1!*«))
/n momentum space

y <îfc *(fc + g)(2rA# - q0<r3 + ^q2 + ± (q,k) )*(*))

i( j dk (*(k + q)a3$(k) - $(k + q)<r3*(k)\\ - 2? f dk dp *(fc+p+g)J(p)#*(fc)^)

+ U + terms independent of J, $, «5

Proof: If dpp(s)(i&, #) is any one parameter family of Grassmann-Gaussian measures,
then

i J f(«, *)<w(£)(*, *) - / ^p(«)(*. #) /W tr £p(0O fi^^(*. *)km
Hence, for even elements F of the Grassmann algebra,

~iogi /^*'*)-/^'*«^"1«.«''«)»«')!!^*)^*^*)
"£ 7 *,»

^log§|fa<*'*><WW(*,*)

j^/^^/wtr^P^^
I Z d Zp^ Z0 de Z

Now replace 0(0 by £0(0 in the Ward identity, differentiate with respect to e

and then set £ to zero. One obtains the derived Ward identity
o - i <[0(O*(O*3*(O] + *' [*(0*(0",*(0] >

+ 2 [0(O*(OÖ(O^#(O*(O] - 2(1 - r) [0(O*(OA#*(O]

J ad? tr^p(o^Vö)L=0 ((fa^O (^ntW))> + (kûr/^kw)
Z d Zp I

Z„ de Z lt=0
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We now evaluate the derivatives. Since

.*£'(*,¥,*,*,0;r) [dti(ê(ti)*(T)) + &{ri)*(Ti))-V(*,$)- /d»7*(n)(D-rA-j)*(n)

we nave

* /lint _ x.u'\ _ £Ä*(ö^* =*«,)-fe)V(*,*)-(D-rA-J(0)*«')
^St|»RJ=*(«-V(«,*)f¥Rj-*(0(^-rA-J(0)

W^fcro -k(nv(*'*)W) - (D-rA-j(0)s(t-?)
The derivative of the propagator is

TeP(??;e6)\e=0 -iph0<r3CA+iphCA9cr3-i9cr3phCA+iph9a3CA

-i9(Off3(phCA)(t - f) + ì(pkCa)(( - ?)ffs9(?)

Recall that 0(0 is a multiplication operator in position space while ph(k) and CA(k) are
multiplication operators in momentum space.

Let

^•« <(f*ôô<) (^kü)) + (kn^kü)
Then

- J dtd? tr^P(??;c9)l=üA(?,t)

-tr /dtd? (-i9(Ì)<r3(phCA)(t-l') + i(phCA)(Ì-t'yO(Ì'))A(?,Ì)

ijàt 9(t)Jdf tr (a3(phCA)(t - E'M(«*',0 - A(t,?)(phCA)(? - tV)
Since the derived Ward identity is valid for all smooth functions 0(0 we have

0 - i (*(0<r3*(0} + i <*(0<rs*(0> + 2 (*(t)J#(t)*(0) - 2(1 - r) (*«)A#*(0>
+ i | df» tr (<r3(pfeGA)(f - {') A(f',0 - Atf,?) (pkCA)tf» - 0"3)

+ R

- i (*(0<r3*(0> + i (*(0«rs*(0> + 2 (*(0J*(0*(0> - 2(1 - r) (*(0A#*(0)
+ i tr (ff3(phCAA)(?t) - (AphCA)(t,ty)
+ R

where R is a remainder that is independent of J, $ and $.
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To identify the cancellation between 2 (<&(0A#<&(0) and the terms containing
A, we use the integration by parts formulae

j9(t)U(9,9)dM9,*) Jdpp(9t9)Jdt,P(t,?)^)U(9,9)

J U(9, *) 9(t') dpP(*, *) J dMP(*, *) J dt (U(V, ^fsgj) P(t,?)

with P PhCA and the notation Af /e-** dpp. For any two by two matrix M

-V(*(6)M*(fc)) f *(ti)M*(t2)eA%' dpp - /trM*(6)*(6) **"' <*/**>

- j dpp J dnUM (*(t2)e*?) Iw^P^ti)

- tr P(t2,ti)MM - j dpP j drf trM *(&) (e^'f*^) Pfa.fc)

-tr P(t2,tl)MM- Jdpp Jdrfdn' tr MP((2,,')fa)^'fs^fo.fc)

-tr P(t2,ti)MAf-Af fdrfdr,' trMP(t2,v')A(V',V)P(V,ti)

or, dividing by A",

(*(6)M*(6)) -trP(6,6)M- J drfdrf'ti M(phCA)(t2 - v')A(v',v)(phCA)(v - ti]

- tr M(pÄCA)(6 - 6) - tr M(PfeGAAMGA)(6,6)

In particular

(*(0A#*(0) -tr A#(pkCA)(f 0) - tr A#(PfcGAA^GA)(00

Substituting, the derived Ward identity becomes

2r(*(OA*»(0>
=i (*(0<r3*(0) - * (*(0^3*(0) - 2 <*(0J*(0*(0> + 2 (*(0A**(0>

- i tr (ff3(PhCAA)(t,t) - (APhCA)(t,ty) - R

=i (*(0<r3*(0) - i (#(0«ts*(0) - 2(*(0J#(0*(0>
- i tr (cr3(PfeGAA)(00 - (ApfeGA)(00^3 - 2iA#(PhCAAphCA)(t,t))

-R'

where now 2tr (pfcGA)({=o)A# appears in the J, 3», «J-independent remainder R'
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Multiplying and dividing by CA

-i tr (cr3phCAA - AphCAff3 - 2iA*phCAAphCA)

-i tr (<73pftCAAGA(ifc0-e(k)<T3-A) - (iko-e(k)cr3-A)CAACApha3

-2iA*PhCAACAPh)

- i tr (<r3pfcGAAGA(tfc0-e(k)<T3) - (iÄ;o-e(k)<T3)GAACApfto-3)

+ tr [\iA<T3 - iff3A - 2A*)phCAACAPh\

- i tr - A<73pfeGAAGA(l - ph) + (1 - pfc)<73ACAAGApfc)

-i tr (ff3phCAACA(ik0-e(k)(T3) - (ifco-e(k)o-3)CAAGApfc<r3)

+ tr (A#phGAAGA(l - Ph) + (1 - PhWCAACAp^j

- i tr (fa3pftGAApfcGA(ifco-e(k)<7-3) - o-3(ifco-e(k)o-3)pfcCAAGApfcJ

+ tr (A#pfcGAACA(l - ph) + (1 - pft)A»GAAGApft)

- i tr (<r3pfeGAA(l - pft)GA(ifc0-e(k)<T3) - ff3(ik0-e(k)ff3)(l - Ph)CAACAph)

Hence

2r(*(0A#*(0)
=i (*(o<r3*(o) - i <*(o*3*tf)} - 2 (nt)j#(ono)
-i tr (tr3phCAAphCA(ik0-e(k)(T3) - ff3(iko-e(k)ff3)phCAAphCAyt,t)

- fl' + tf
where the remainder

tf tr (A#pfcGAAGA(l - ph) + (1 - Ph)^CAACAPh)(t,t)

- iti (cr3phCAA(l - ph)CA(iko-e(k)ff3) - ff3(iko-e(k)ff3)(l - ph)CAACAPh)(i^)

can be expected to disappear when all cutoffs are removed.

If I((,Tf) is the kernel of an integral operator, then the kernel of the commutator

w-nko)(?v) -(^-o + ^)n?v)

(ikoIf)(t) -Jdrì^-I(t,v)f(rì)

(Hkof)(t) - J an I(t,v)^-f(ri)
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So, by the chain rule

(ik0i - iiko)(t,t) -Ìri(?0
oto

Consequently,

-i tr (ff3phCAAphCA(ik0-e(k)ff3) - <T3(ifco-e(k)o-3)pACAApfcGA)(00

- i|--tr (ff3PhCAAphCA^ 0 + 5^tr (phCAAphCAk2 - k2PhCAAPhCA) t)

- i—tr (ff3phCAAphCA)(?t) + ^i E tr (pfcCAApfcGAk2 - kipfcGAAphGAki)(00

+ ^ E tr (kjPhCAAphCAkj - k2jPhCAAphCA)(t,t)
j=i \ /

-»aio"*1 (^3PfcC-AAphGA)(00 - 2k g ^-tr (pAGAApAGAki)(00

- 2k S |rtr (k^ACAApfeGA)(00
j=l °Zj V '

Extracting another derivative

-i tr (ff3phCAAphCA(iko-e(k)cr3) - ff3(iko-e(k)ff3)phCAAphCAY?t)

-^tr((73pfcGAApftCA)(00-2kE^: i|^tr(pAGAAp/lCA)(0")|^

ido (*(0<rs*(0) - ± E dj ((a,*)(o*(0) + 2k E dj <*(0(aj*)(0)
j=i j=i

+ terms independent of <&, #

Recall that

/P(*, *)e-^H(*,*,*,*,J;r,p) j-j^ _ d^{(k) d*i(k)
<F(*,*)>

J e^H(*,*,*,#,J;r,P) J-[4 d*<(fc) d*i(fc)

depends on the external fields J, <5 and $.
Finally, the derived Ward identity becomes

2r(*(OA#*(o> -too (*(0<^3*(0} + ^ E dj((dj*)(tMO - *(0(»i*)(0)
j=i x '

» (*(Oc3*(o) - ; (*(o^3*(0) - 2 (*(oj#(o*(0) -r" + u
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as claimed.

Now apply J dtc~*<*'*>- to both sides of the derived Ward identity.

2r^ / dk *(fc + g)A#*(ifc)\ - g0( f dk #(fc + g)<T3*(fc)\

+5^ E q> J dk((qj + *,-)*(* + «)*(*) + *,¦*(*+«)*(*))

i( f dk &(k+ q)ff33?(k)\ - »7 / <îfc *(fc +ç)<r3*(fc)\

-2^ f dkdp^(k+p+q)J(p)#^(k)^ -R" + tf

or

y <îfc *(fc +g)(2rA# - 90«73 + ^q2 + i (q,k) )*(*))

i( f dk (*(k + q)ff3$(k) - &(k + q)ff3<I?(k))\ -2/ j dkdp^!(k+p+q)J(p)*^(k)Sj

- R" + tf

Let

(P(*.*))o
J e.4H(*,*,0,0,0;r,P) JJfc «£*<(&) d*t(fc)

denote the expectation with the external fields $,$ and J set to zero. Recall that the
two point function is

((^(k)^j(p)))=(2n)d+1S(k-p)S(k)

Proposition IV.3 Suppose that the interaction

{ki,k2\y\k3,h) v(ki-k3)
on the support of the delta function Sik^k^-ks-kt). If the BCS constraints are satisfied,
then

(*(*)*(< + « + ;/ dk *(fc + g)(2rA# - q0ff3 + ^q2 + £ (q,k) )*(*))o

i(s(t)ff3 - ff3S(t + q))<a«)-+**(p) + fa^tff*(^(0)
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Proof: Recall that the expectation depends on the external fields. Differentiating on the
left with respect to Öf(pi) and on the right with respect to 3»(p2) and setting $ $ 0

yields

(*(p1)*(P2) \J dk *(fc+ç)(2rA# -qoff3 + ^q2 + £ (q,k))*(*))o

i(#(Pi)*(p2 + q)ff3 - *8*(pi - «)*(l»))p + f*(^f?(^)(0)
i(s(p1)<T3-«T35(p2))(2^+^(p1-p2-g) + |¥^[F|¥^(0)

Finally make the change of variables

pi t

P2 =t + q + p

Introduce the notation

S,(A(0) jdt e-*<^>-*(OA(0*(0

/ dkdp *(fc+p+g)A(p)¥(fc)

for a general quadratic polynomial in the Grassmann algebra. When A(0 is a constant in
position space, its Fourier transform has a delta function forcing p 0 and Q simplifies to

Qq(A) f dk *(fc+g)A*(fc)

Define

(fiPl(A); • • • ; QPn(A); Ô,t(A#); • • ¦ ; SÇm(A#))0

Proposition IV.4 Suppose that the interaction

(ki,k2\V\k3,h) V(ki-ks)
on the support of the delta function S(ki+k-,-k3-kt). If the BCS constraints are satisfied,
then

(Qq (2rA# - 9o<r3 + ^q2 + £ <q,k» ; QPl(A); • • • ; QPn(A); Qtl(A*); • • • ; Q9m(A#))0
n

- 2 Y <Ö,+P,(A#); ÖP1(A); ••• ; ß^.(A); • • • ; <28m(A#))0
t=l
m

+ 2E(Ôî+,.(a);2p,(A);-;Q^(A#);-;S,„(A#))0
t=i

+ {**) Sj(Pl) «j(p„) «i#(«i) Sj*(qm)U\j=j#=0
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Proof: Upon evaluation at $ $ 0 and J jA + j'#A# the Ward identity of
Proposition IV.2 becomes

(Ö, (2rA# - q0ff3 + A-q2 + ± (q,k))) -2 (Qq(jA* - j#A)) + tf + terms indep of J

Now apply (27r)(d+D(-+")|J^ «^§y^ - - - f^^ and set j j* 0 to give

(Q, (2rA# - qoa3 + ^q2 + ± {q>k)) Qpi(A); • • • ; Qp„(A); ß4l(A#); • • • ; ß,„.(A#))ffl
n

-2^(e9+Pi(A#);epi(A);...;S1,i(A);...;e,m(A#))0

m

+ 2^(Q9+„(A);QPl(A);...;Q^(A#);...;Q,m(A#))0
i=l

i fï-.\(d+l)(m+n)6 S 6 6 fri^ I WpT) Sj(pn) 6j#(qi)
" ' "

6j*(qm) U lj=j#=0

since, for example,

(27r)d+1fî(^)e^A# - J*A) (^)d+1mT)JdkdP *(k+p+q)(j(p)A# - j#(p)A)*(*)

/ <îfc *(fc+Pl+ç)A#*(fc)

Ô,+px(A#)

Corollary IV.5 Under the hypotheses of Proposition IV.4

r <Go(A#); ßPl(A); • • • ; QPn(A); Qq,(A#); - - - ; Qqm(A#))Q
n

- E <Sp.(A#); 2P1(A); • • • ; 2*(A); • • • ; Qqm(A*))Q

m

+ E(ö«.(A);öP.(A);---;ß^.(A#);---;s^(A#))o
t=i

+ 2\Zn) 6j(Pl) Sj(Pn) WUT) 6j#(qm)U\j=j*=0

In particular, when all the external momenta are zero

r ((Qo(A); )» (öo(A#); )m+1 )q - n ((QQ(A); )-1 (Qa(A#);)m+1)
q

+ m((öo(A);r+1(So(A#);)m-1)o
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§V Power Counting and the Goldstone Boson Propagator
In this section we write the model (Ll) in terms of an intermediate boson field and examine
its power counting. Superficially, the power counting is nonrenormalizable. However,
Corollary IV.5 is applied to show that this is not the case. We also use the results of §111

to define the Goldstone Boson propagator in perturbation theory.

We split the interaction (II.3) into an "effective interaction" and an
"irrelevant" remainder. In [2, 6] it is shown that the dominant part of the interaction
(t+ §,-< + f|V|a + f, -* + §) is that with t « t', s w s' and q w 0. Recall that
î' (0,fcFt/|t|) is the projection of t on the Fermi surface. So, consider the reduced
interaction

| / ds dt dq ^(t+D^c^+i) (t',-t'\V\s',-s') ^(-t+§)V>(-»+f)

In this paper we have assumed that the number symmetry is broken in the zero angular
momentum sector. In other words, the zero angular momentum coupling constant Ao

of the decomposition X(t',—t'\V\s',—s') En>o XnTtn(t',s') into spherical harmonics
obeys A0 < 0, |Ao| ^> \Xj\ for all j > 0. We remark that in [6] the coupling constants
Aj were defined by A {t', — t'\V\s', —s') — En>o ^n""n(<',^') making attractive coupling
constants positive.

Setting Ao —2g1, we consider the effective interaction

Veff= -2g2 I ds dt dq ^(t+fj^-t+f) ^(-.-Hf) V>î(*+f)

-2g2 j dpdq <fi^T(t+|)^i(-t+f)j B(p,-q) dsV>i(-*+§)V>î(H-§)

with B(p,q) — (2Tr)d+'lS(p + q). If (71,72) is a C2 valued Gaussian variable with the
real, even covariance

(ii(phi(q)) bi,jB(P,q)
then

~v'!! / exp (g f dt *«)7«)*«)j dpi-,e "" / exp g / df, V((.) 7(f) W«) | dp(-r)

where 7 cr1-)1 + a2~f2.

Performing the fermionic integration

/ e~v'" d/i(*,*) exp(g dt *«)7U) *(£) j dfi(-,)dp(*,*)

det (t-g C~f)dp(,-()

we obtain (the exponential of) an effective interaction for the intermediate boson field 7
Here, 7 is a multiplication operator in position space acting on C -valued functions on
IR + and C is the multiplication operator in momentum space given by

rr, 2, / /Po + e(p)ff3
C{P) -P{P)

Pl + e(p)2
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where p(p) is the characteristic function of the set { p £ lRd+1 | p\ + e(p)2 < 1 }. Thus
p(p) imposes an ultraviolet, but no infrared, cutoff on the Fermions.

Formally,

det(l-g C7)dp(7) e-|(/«^(«'-logd.t(i-9CT,)) n d7(t)

The mean field effective potential per unit volume is obtained by evaluating the exponent
in the line above at a field 7 that is constant in position space and normalizing by the
volume. The result £(|7|) is given by [2, §V]

£(r) \r2 - (dp log (l + g
2 p(p) _2

P?+e(p)2 r

where r y/-rl+~il ¦ The graph of the effective potential is a Bordeaux wine bottle or

Mexican hat whose absolute minimum is at 5I7I» « exp < — —j > and has depth approximately

-—(5I7I*) and curvature at the minimum approximately —g The depth of
47T 7T

the full, unnormalized, effective potential is enormous due to the volume of space-time.

Symmetry breaking forces the value of 7 to be concentrated near some point on
the circle \j\ I7I». The phase is determined by a boundary condition. We may suppose
that 7 is concentrated near A/g. Then it is natural to shift 7 by A/g and define the radial
and tangential components

7 ^tr(7A)A+^tr(7A#)A#
- A/5+WA/|A| + 7tanA#/|A|

where |A| VÄ2. While 7raa and 7ta„ are globally defined they can only be interpreted
as radial and tangential components in a small neighbourhood of 7 A/g. In the new
variables the measure

e-v°« din*,*) j e31di *(0^ *(i)dp^)dp(*,*)

const [e°Jdt *T.*+/d« ***e-M'°Sdt™dp(>,.)dp(*,*)

const /e»/d<*7'*e-|A|/9/d^*4d/*(-Y.)d/*A(*,*)

where 7j 7radA/|A|+7tanA#/|A| is the shifted field and dpA is the Grassmann-Gaussian
measure with covariance

c p{k)
A

ik0 - e(k)ff3 - Ap(k)

Expanding the integral

/ egjdt *Tr.«^A(,fi) det(l-gCA7,)
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in powers of g generates vertices

2-loop 3-loop 4-loop

The 1-loop cancels \A\/g J dt"fI&d. Absorbing the second order Taylor expansion of the
2-loop around momentum q 0 in the ultralocal meaure dp(y,) yields a Gaussian measure
whose covariances for 7rad and 7tan are constg-2 and const A2<7_2(const ql +q2)~fa

We now determine the deep infrared power counting of a connected vacuum graph
G whose vth generalized vertex is an ra„-loop with nv > 3. The restriction nv > 3 is justified
because the most singular part of the 2-loop has been absorbed in the bosonic measure.
The weight of a generalized n„-loop vertex, arising from its fermion lines, is j""|A|2"""
since the supremum of each of the nv propagators CA is 1/|A| and the single momentum
loop integral yields A2. Recall that, in the deep infrared regime the momentum k in the
loop satisfies |fc0|, |k| — fcF| 0(|A|).

To complete the power counting, we introduce a bosonic scale j by multiplying
the above propagators by x(M3 < \q\ < M3+1). The following table gives the supremum
and the volume of support in momentum space, up to irrelevant constants, of the radial
and tangential bosonic propagators.

supremum in volume
field momentum space of support

7Ì„ a~2
" MV+1»

7t'„ g-2A2M-2> M<-d+1»

The graph G has Et>n»/2 boson lines and l + E»(n»/2 — 1) independent bosonic
momentum loops. If all the boson lines are 7raa lines, the power counting for G is

M(d+1)3 Ylgn„^2-n„(g-2}nA2 M(d+imn„/2-l) < M<,d+l)j ^(d+Di/2 /|A|\ E"("" _2)

For d > 2,

M(<«+i)i/2/|A| < M3^2/|A| < M*'2

since, in the deep infrared regime M3 < |A|. In this case we have positive power counting
for all generalized vertices.

On the other hand, if all the boson lines are 7tan lines, the power counting for G
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is
A*"(d+1)i jl g"* |A|2-n» (g-2A2M-2j)nj2M(-d+imnA2-V

V

- M<-d+l)jUA2M^d~1)inv~(-d+1)i
V

In each factor v, the coefficient of j in the exponent is \(d — l)nv — d — 1. When d 3,

resp. d 2, this gives positive power counting for nv > 4, resp. nv > 6.

To relate the power counting for small nv to Corollary IV.5 we prove

Proposition V.l Let n > 3. Then

(7»x(pi);7»,(p»); ••• !7«.(P»)>= (jff) <S-p1(A"1);ß-p2(Au'2); ••• ;ß-P„(Aw"))0

where the index w € {rad, tan} and Arad — A, Atan A*. The expectation on the left
hand side is integration against

^e-Vi"e9Idi^-*e-W/sId(^dp(-r.)dpA(*,*)

where V;tI is the irrelevant part of the interaction. When n 2

<7Wl(Pi);7u,,(P2)) (2*)d+16„uU26(Pi +p2) + ('ili) (ß_Pl(A^);ß_P2(A^))0

Proof: We apply the integration by parts formula

Jy„{p)A(y.)drty.) (2ir)d+1 j i-^A^dp^,)
to obtain

flu(p)A(7,)e-v»-e9Jdt*^*e-iA\/9Jdi~<"<dp(y.)dpA(*,*)

(27r)d+1 J f^)(7>-Vi"e9/'* *^*e-"A'/«/'«1k-4»i(-r.)4f*A(*.*)

+ A / ß-p(A")A(7.)e-Vi"e9/d« *^«*e-|A|/9/df^dM(7.)d/XA(*,*)

- <2T)7'AU(p) j A(',,)e-*"e°S<* *T*e-M,3fd(™dp(y.)dpA<*,*)

Thus

(7«(P)A(7.)> ((2T)d+1|^pl(7s)) + ji| (e-p(A»)A(7.)> - ^^(p) (A(7.)>

(V.l)
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Applying (V.l) with A 1 yields

(Mp)) jtl(Q-p(An)-if^)d+1S(p) (V.2)

Applying (V.l) with A 7W2(p2) together with (V.2) yields

(7ufaPl);7ufaP2)) (7a,!(Pl)7u,2(p2)) - (7ufaPl)) (7ufaP2))

(2*)d+16„1>UlS(pi +p2) + ]ij(7u,2(P2)(ß-p1(A^) - (ß-Pl(A<-))

(27r)d+1^1,w^(p1 +p2) + ^ (Q-P1(A^); e_Pa(A"'))
(V.3)

upon applying (V.l) with Q_Pl(AUl) - (S_Pl(AWl)) in the last fine.

The relationship between the ordinary and connected n point functions is given
by

Îl7,(?4= E u/n (7.,(P;);))
1=1 I ne^Tren Ve* I

where V is the set of all partitions of {1,2, • • • n}. Substituting the Ansatz

<7.faPi)> ^(Q_Pl(A^))-^(27r)d+1%1)
(7o,1(pi);7W2(P2)) |^t (Q-Pl(AWl);0-p2(Au'2)) + (27r)d+1^1,W2A(p1+p2)

(7Wl(p1);7w,(P2); ¦¦¦ !7u,n(Pn)) fa (ß_Px(A*");ß_P2(A"2); ••• ;ß_Pn(Aw«))

into the right hand side gives precisely the same result as repeated application of (V.l) to
the left hand side. ¦

We now return to power counting. By Corollary IV.5 with r 0 and Proposition
V.l

n ((7»d(0); T"1 (7tan(0); )m+1) m ((7rad(0); )"+1 (7tan(0); )m_1) + error terms

When cutoffs are removed the error terms disappear. Thus, it suffices to consider generalized

vertices having at least two 7ra(1 half-legs.

Once again, consider a connected vacuum graph G whose i>th generalized vertex
is an nv-loop with nv > 3. If all the boson legs, save two per generalized vertex, are 7tan
legs, the power counting for G is

M(.d+l)jjjgnv^2-uVg-2^g-2A2M-2j^v-2)/2M(d+l)j(nj2_l)
V

M(d+1)iX[MÌ(d~1)in*~{à-i)i
V

- M(d+i)jn^(d_1)j(re,,/2_1)
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This gives positive power counting for all nv > 3, d > 2. Consequently, the symmetry
broken model is superrenormalizable and our perturbative analysis is finished.

Finally, we consider the two point expectation

(7u,(p);7cfa<7)> (27r)d+16w,w^(p + 9)+(^)2(ß_p(A-);ß_c(A"''))o

(2it)d+16Ui„,S(P + q) + (^r)2 j ds dt (*(t-p)Aw*(t); *(.-ç)Aw'*(*))(

We refer to it as the 'Goldstone Boson propagator' even though it contains both radial
and tangential components of the intermediate boson field. By Theorem III.7

f^â(*(i-,)Au*(t);*(,-,)Au'*(^ L&'ltP" —h°\\ 9

(V.4)
in which the four-legged box is the sum of all channel 2PI graphs and the two-legged box
is the full two point function. Thus the ladder amputation, defined following Corollary
III.6, amputates Goldstone Boson propagators.

§VI The Simple Ladder

We now analyze the simple ladder

D

q/2

Q
s
q/2

(VI.l)

Note that this Feynman diagram is drawn in terms of Nambu fields. Despite the fact that
the arrows on the two sides of the ladder are pointing in opposite directions, the important
components of this diagram concern the scattering, in physical fields, of Cooper pairs. If
its external lines are not amputated, the ladder is a contribution to the four point function

\^t+z,ß^t-2. ,y$s+z,a^ s-3.,6/- The a 1 component of the ^s+ia combined with the

8 2 component of the *,_£$ gives a Cooper pair V>J+sjV>_a+aj of total momentum ç
and relative momentum s.

We wish to retain, in the evaluation of (VI.l), only the most important part of
the interaction. To get some idea as to what the most important part of the interaction
is, consider the second order ladder
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q/2

j> i © i 0
S

¦q/2

with propagator G(fc) p(k)[ifc0 — e(k)<r3]-1. Here p(k) just provides an ultraviolet cutoff.
In this section, unlike the rest of the paper we use an ultraviolet cutoff that ignores fc0,

excluding momenta k with large spatial components k. The value of this diagram, after
amputation of the external lines, is

- A2 J dk(t+*,*-§|v|a+§ ,t-|^A+f ,,-f |v|.+|,A-f ^(<73G(*+f )cr3)ß,a(ff3C(k-\)ff3%t6

-A2 /dfc^+t,f-t|v|i+fc,f-A^f+A,f-A|v|f+1.,§-^(<T3G(A+f)(r3^,a(or3G(A-|)a3)^

assuming V obeys the symmetry

(ki,k2\V\k3,h) (Ifc.-kilVI*,,-*,)

Consider the matrix element a ß l,j 6 2. Then the propagators

(ff3C(k + q/2)ff3)ß,a-
P(k + q/2) -

i(fco+9o/2)-e(k + q/2)

i^rth n/>>\rr3\t p(k - q/2)
(ff C(k - q/2)ff )1<s

i(fco_go/2) + e(k_q/2)

To maximize the value of the integral we need both propagators to spend as much time
simultaneously near their singularities as possible. But for ko + <?o/2 and fco — Ço/2 to be

simultaneously zero it is neccessary that 90 0 and fco 0. For e(k + q/2) and e(k —q/2)
to be simultaneously zero k must be on the sphere of radius fcF centered at —q/2 and on
the sphere of radius fcF centered at q/2. The set of such k's is much larger when q 0

than otherwise. The value of the matrix element is maximized when q 0 (in fact it
diverges if and only if q 0) and then the dominant contributions to the integral come
from fco near zero and k near the Fermi surface.

The argument of the last paragraph can be made with greater precision and
generality (see [6]). The conclusion is that the most important part of the interaction is

(fc', —fc'|V|s', —s') with the prime signifying that

k'=(o,±kF

and s' run over the Fermi surface.
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View (f, —t'\V\s', —s') as the kernel of an integral operator on L2(kpSd 1). By
rotation invariance we can expand it

A(t,,-i'|V|*',-«') X>»*»(*V)
n>0

in spherical harmonics. So, Trn(t',s') is the orthogonal projector onto the subspace of
L (fcF5 _1) of angular momentum rc, that is, of homogeneous harmonic polynomials of
degree n. We shall now restrict our attention to the case in which the coupling constant
in the zero angular momentum sector, A0, is attractive, that is negative, and dominates
the other coupling constants.

So take an interaction A (fci,fc2|y|fc3,fc4) A with A < 0. This interaction lives
purely in the angular momentum zero sector and is attractive. Then the value of a ladder
(after amputation of its external lines) with rc loops is

An(t, s, q) -XA(q)nff3 ® cr3 (VI.2a)

where

A(q) -A / dk [ff3C(k + |)] ® [<r3C(fc - f )*]
J

(VI.2b)
-A dk [ff3C(k + q)} <g> [ff3C{kY]

Think of g as a fixed parameter and A(q) as a matrix mapping C2 <g) C2 to itself. So, An
is independent of s and t but has two sets of double indices An(t,s,q)(ß^(a>$y with a and
S being the spinor indices of the upper and lower, respectively, external legs on the right
hand side of the ladder and ß and 7 being the spinor indices of the external legs on the
left hand side of the ladder. The rcth power above refers to the rcth power of the matrix
A(9).

Let us first evaluate this ladder is using the propagator

G(fc) C(kf p(k)
]

ifco — e(k)cr3

-ip(k)
fco + t'e(k) 0

0 fco — ie(k)

appropriate for perturbations about the A 0 trivial fixed point. Since

t \\( V '\ f dko 1 1 sgn(Rea) Jl Re a and Re 6 of opposite sign
' J 2-7T fc0 — ia fc0 — ib a — b \0 Re o and Re 6 of same sign

we find that two of A(<j)'s two eigenvectors, namely ej ® e2 and e2 ® ei, have eigenvalue

-xf dk eo^m gne(k)
J6(k+a)e(k-3)>o +îÇo + e(k + q) + e(k)
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Set q 0 and make the change of variables from fc to fco, k', rf where

k' *FT^
|k| (VI.3a)

rc e(k)

Here, k', the projection of k onto the Fermi surface, runs over the sphere kpS and
plays the rôle of all the angular variables in spherical coordinates. The rôle of the radial
variable is taken by 77. Note that, for k near the Fermi surface rc 2^(|k| + fcF)(|k| — fcF) «
const (|k| — fcF). The measure

ddk (^) dk'd\k\

-scër** (vL3b)

2m \d/2-faI(J(l + p-rc
1 dk'dr,

kp

where the surface measure dk' on fcF5d_1 is normalized so that /1 dk' is the surface area
offcj^"1.

Then, the eigenvalue is

d/2-1

> Wttt^JT- (l - S^y/2
'
/ àk'dr, p(k)2-J-- l(27r)dfcF V k\ y,,|<€ ,HK 2|r/|

+00

So Y^n An is a geometric series with, in this case, a ratio matrix A(q) that has an eigenvalue
much larger than plus one for all small q. The series diverges. The analogous calculation for
the renormalization group flow shows that the Gaussian fixed point at A 0 is unstable.

Next consider the ladder using the propagator

1

C(k) C(Jfe)* p(k)T

-P(k)

ifco - e(k)cr3 - A
ifco + e(k)<73 + A

k2+E(k)2

appropriate for the symmetry broken model. Here E(k) fae(k)2 + A2. One rung of the
ladder now takes the value

A(ç) -A (dk p(k)p(k + q)
1i(fco + 9o) + e(k+q)<r3 + A

(fco+go)2+£(k + q)2

ifco + e(k)o-3 + A
k2 + E(k)2

(VIA)
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Define

We now prove that

•/ dk
P(k)2

2E(k)

Lemma VI.l a) The matrix norm of A(q) is bounded by

P(k)2
l|A(?)|| < |A| / dk/ |£(k) + £(k + q) + i9o|

b) For all sufficiently small q

||A(g)||<7-co|A|^-^Cl|A|^

for some nonzero constants.

c) For concreteness, take A Aiff1 .The vector [0,1,-1,0]* is an eigenvector of A(0) of
eigenvalue 7. All other eigenvalues of A(0) are of magnitudes strictly smaller than 7.

Remark. The vector [0,1,-1,0]' [0,1,0,0]' + [0,0,-1,0]'. In the notation of (VI.l) the
first term has a 1, S 2 while the second term has a 2, 8 1. Thus the dominant
eigenvector corresponds to a Cooper pair of momentum zero.

Proof of a): Because we have chosen an ultraviolet cutoff that doesn't involve fco, the
fco integral can be done explicitly by contour integration. There are two poles in the upper
half plane, with fco —go + iE(k + q) and fc0 +i.E(k) respectively, so that

/dfco [ 3i(fc0+go) + e(k+q)<73 + A
2/r L (fco+9o)2+jE;(k + q)2

3 -Jg(k+q) + e(k+q)ff3 + A
2£(k + q)

ifco + e(k)o-3 + A
*o2 + E(k)2

3 -iq0 - £(k+ q) + e(k)ff3 + A

(-qo+iE(k + q))2 + E(k)2

+

(E + EJ2 + q2

,igo-£(k) + e(k+q)<r3 + A
(go+i£(k))2+.E(k+q)2

_3j(£ + £q)

-E(k) + e(k)cr3 + A
2E(k)

-1011+ |^V +

+ 1
• 9o

(!^Mfa+§):
¦«(fafa)-(ifa+l;H

(E + EJ
(E + £q)2 + q2 \ 2

><r° +
Et

+ 1
• 9o (i « .A»\

e. .A»^ + i—E E

E,
1 +

.A«\

(VI.5)
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where we use E, e, Eq and eq as short forms for E(k), e(k), E(k + q) and e(k + q) respectively.

The four 4x4 matrices

••« (t-*+ìiMfa+§) Kfafa) (*•*+£)•»
are mutually commuting and self-adjoint. Furthermore, since ^cr3 + ^ is traceless with
determinant — 1-gj— — 1, the eigenvalues of the matrix inside the brackets { } of the
second last line of (VI.5) are, for each k, q,

0 0 -(E + Eq)-iqo -(E + Eq) + iq0

Consequently, the norm of the matrix inside the brackets { } is at most \E + Eq + igo |

and
c(k)p(k+q)I|A(«)II<W/

<w/
-w/

dk
\E(k) + E(k + q) + iq0\

lp(k)2 + ±p(k+ q)2
dk __J^L_1_?.

dk

|£(k) + £(k + q) + igo|

?(k)2

|£(k) + £(k + q) + ig0|

where we have used the change of variables k —> —k — q in the second half of the integral.

Proof of b): We Taylor expand

P(k)2M |A|/ Ok
|£(k) + £(k + q)+ig0|

to second order in g. Since

9od— \(E(k) + E(k + q))2 + g2l
"1/2

dq°[ J

[(E(k) + E(k + q))2+g2]3/2

we have that

c*go

B2 T

(0) 0 i ^ 0
dqodqi

r

'(0)=-\X\J>~"hâk<°-
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Before moving on to the spatial directions we show that 4-^(0) is 0(-^). Suppose

that the ultraviolet cutoff restricts k to {k | |e(k)| < l} and make the change of variables

(VI.3), followed by rc |A|C where |A| faAf+A2:

im f * P(k)2 m m f nlJ 2m \d/2_1 1

_
|A| m f / 2m[A| X"/2"1 1

A2(27r)^FyK|<1/|A|dkdH fc2. V 8«2+l)3/2

_
|A| m /• / 2rrc|A| y/2"1 1

As |A| —> 0, the main contribution to the integral is

!^%<i/iAidC8(c2+i)3/2 }_, <*C:
/|CI<i/|A| s8«2 + l)3/2 J_x s8«2 + l)3/2

1

4

The rest of the integral is bounded by

f / 2m|AI \d/2_1 1 f°° f>2ro|A| <

Wi C I + ~*TV " * WTW -const 7. "c ki s(t2 + i)^2

by the mean value theorem. Hence it is down by a factor of 0(|A|).
For spatial directions i 1,2,3 the first derivative, with go 0,

d 1 1 e(k + q) kj + q{

% E(k) + E(k + q) ~
(js(k) + £(k + q))

2 E(k + q) m

leads, to the second derivative

d2 1 j e(k) 1 e(k)2-A2kiki-Ki. wüi — + -
dqidqj E(k) + JB(k + q) Ig 0 ^ 4E(k)3 m 4J5(k)

so that
52 X ,«i mt /" * /, 12 f e(k) e(k)2 - A2 k?

Again make the change of variables (VI.3) followed by the scaling n |A|£. For |A|
small, and it is very small indeed, the dominant contribution to the integral comes from
e(k) « 0. As in the calculation above, we can replace the Jacobean from the change of
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variables and fc2 by positive constants without affecting the leading contribution. Then
the integral becomes

dr) { -c2
J\v\<i

\X\Sij f d( 1-ÌL ^
'fa|0<l/|A| 1 |A|(C2 + 1

rc2-A2
(rc2 + A2)3/2 (rf2 + A2)5/2

ji <2-l
•,3/2 /±2 / >2 ]\5/2

\x\s

2

-fJ — <

d<

i*l*ufaï31
I »JA2

C2 c ci C2 - 1

A|(£2+1)3/2
'

A2(^2+1)5/2
+

for |A| sufficiently small.

Proof of c): Using the notation

A®B a.itiB o.i,2B
a2iB a,22B

have

£,
H + i

A«

(W)-(

' --1 0 0 o -

-ff3 ®ff3
0 10
0 0 1

0 0 0

0

0

-1.
ee, 2 Al ^A! Af 1

'ei+iAV ' -^A!
-^Ai

eeq

-A2
-A2
ee,

2 Al
£±£a A

2 Al\E E EEq
L A2 -^Ai £±£iA

2 Ai ee,
" 0 Aj -Ai o ¦

e« -Alfa 3
1

E E J E
-Ai 2e

Ai 0

0

-2e
Ai
-Ai

0 -Ai LVi 0

The expressions eq,E — q,e and E appear in different places here than in (VI.5). That's
permissable because we can make judicious use of the change of variables k —> —k — q to
symmetrize the integrand. In the basis

ei e2

r i
0

0

L-l
e3

o-i r 0

1

1
e4

1

-1
oj L o
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the matrices become

EE„

-10 0 0

0-100
0 0 10
0 0 0 1

ee, + A? 0 0

^(l«+4)-(l-4)-*=!
Still in basis e{, 1 < i < 4, but speciahzing to q 0 we have

A(0) -A/dkp(k)2^

0

0

0 0

oooo0 0 0 Ai
0 0 0 e

0 -Aj e 0

eeq-A\ (e+e,)Ai 0

-(e+e,)Ai ee,-A2 0

0 ee, + A?

2E(k)

0 0 0 0
0 -A\/E2 eAi/E2 0

0 -eAi/E2 e2/E2 0
0 0 0 1

so that ei is an eigenvector of eigenvalue 0 and e4 is an eigenvector of eigenvalue 7.

The matrix

A(p) -A\/E(v)2 e(p)Ai/E(p)2
-e(p)Ai/E(p)2 e(p)2/E(p)2

[-Ai e(p)]
E(p)2 [e(p)\

has eigenvalues 0 and (e2 — A2)/E2 with corresponding eigenvectors [e,Ai]' and [Ai,e]'.
Because

AHv)A(k) - e(p)eW + A2
A(p)AW- E{p)2E{k)2

-Ai
e(p) [-Ai e(k)]

is of norm ^( \e(ìì) 1
»

which is strictly less than 1 except on the set of measure zero

{ (p, k) I e(p) e(k) }, the norm

||A/ * "(k)2^k) Hf=A2 II/ Aip Mk)V(pf^îk)it(k)A(p)

<A2/^dpp(k)2p(p)2i^ìi^=72
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We just showed in Lemma VI.3 that show, for g small,

«2 o l„|29° 2, IAI|q|'l|A(g)||<7-co|A|fL_ Cl|A|^L. (VI.6)

for some nonzero constants. This then implies that the full ladder obeys

^An(i,s,g)
l-7+|A|(cog02 + |c1|q|2)/A2

The BCS equation (II.6) tells us that, to first order in A, 7 1. But, as was shown
in §111, the (amputated) four point function as the sum of generalized ladders whose

"rungs" consist of all channel two particle irreducible four point functions. The "rung"
A(g) is just the first order contribution to the generalized rung. The BCS equation should
be interpreted as putting the above bound exactly on the radius of convergence of the
geometric series when g 0 so that

Y kn(t,s,q)
(cog02 + |ci|q|2)/A2

(VI.7)
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